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Improving Data Storage, Logs and adding DSO catalogs to KStars
Expected Results
Logs

Easier to manage
More useful
Data Storage

Cleaner Code dealing with external Files
'Safer' data storage and access
Easily extensible
Deep Sky Objects

Cleaner storage (SQLite)
More catalogs
Easier to add more catalogs in future
Progress
Mid Term Evaluations

To spacetime,

With Love,
Everyone from the KStars Team
What I've learned
Hofstadter's law is the only truth.

If you design it well, you need less code.

Commit Early. Commit Often.  
(But not so often that your mentor gets suspicious)

KDE people are awesome.
Thank You.
Special Love to

KDE e.V.
The Akademy Team
The KStars Team
Rishab Arora
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